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The Crab Orchard Project is a sukaarginal area in southern Illinois that la
being developed by tbs Federal Government* The project is located almost wholly
within illiaason County, and has «n area of approadaately 31,000 acres* This
tract of land erosaas the extrene southern boundary of Fleistocens glaciation mid
extends well into ths Interior Plateau fwrtnee* The Crab Orchard country is
served by four railroads and fins net of highweys* This transportation system
raakee the project easily accessible from all directions. Figure 1 shows the gen-*
eral location within the state and the detailed outline of the project area*
MAP OF CRAB ORCHARD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Figure 1.
The history of the land of Crab Orchard is a none toe glorious one. Owing 
to a marked change in the policy of resource utilisation, however, hope for "Lit­
tle &gypt" is being rejuvenated. This renewed optomiam finds its focus on the
creation of three reservoirs within the Crab Orchard Project end on the associated 
development expected to occur when this frequently thirsty land is assured of a 
permanent water supply*
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NATURAL FEATURES 
CLXMAT&
The nature of the climate hae had a narked effect on man's decision to create 
three artificial reservoirs within the Crab Orchard Basin, as well as to define 
the broader limits of the land utilisation program* Broadly classified, the cli­
mate may be desi&mted as Cfa*1 The temperature is characterized by great extremes* 
This is strikingly exemplified by the range of 98 degrees between the absolute 
highest and absolute lowest temperature recordings for the month of January. The 
average annual temperature is 57*6 degrees; the arage roinimum, 46*1 degrees; 
the average maximum, 69*6 degrees; the absolute waul awn, 113 degrees; the absolute 
minimum, -24 degrees; and the extreme range, 137 degrees. The highest average 
monthly temperature is recorded in July, and the lowest in January* The tempera­
ture changes are less extreme in summer than in winter, as the pressure areas of 
the continent are less well developed and the cyclonic storms move more slowly 
and at a higher latitude.
The average date of the last killing frost In spring is April 13; the average 
date of the first killing frost in autunsn, October 22; the latest date of killing 
frost in spring, April 26; the earliest date of killing frost in autumn, Septem­
ber 24; the average length of the growing season, 192 days. As a result of the 
effects of air drainage this will vary sceie, depending upon the nature of the 
particular site in question. In accord with this, orcharda are confined to the 
slopes and summits of the topography.
The heaviest precipitation occurs during the summer half year* Fortunately,
the greatest precipitation of the year falls during the early part of the growing
season* April, May, and June are the only months having ever four inches average
rainfall. These months have 4*02, 4.30, and 4*43 inches, respectively. The lowest
1* Climate classified according to the KSppen system. Data obtained from the 
United States Weather Bureau, Cllmatelogtcal Data for the tfoited States by Sec­
tions. Data appearing in this section are observations made at Carbondale, Illi­
nois.
mouther precipitation, 2.64 inches, occurs during the month of December. Thus 
the average distribution is relatively even throughout the year.
Most of the snow falls during January end February. These months, respec­
tively, have an average of 3.97 and 4.30 inches of unraelted snowfall. The average 
annual unsselted snowfall totals 14.74 inches.
The reliability of precipitation is low notwithstanding the fact that the 
average monthly precipitation, the average maximum precipitation within twenty- 
four hours for each nonth, ami the average number of days with precipitation in 
each month are fairly even throughout the year. Sometimes no moisture falls ever 
long periods. On other occasions there is an excessive amount of precipitation 
within a relatively short time. A period in 193*36 is very illustrative of this 
unreliability. In 1935, during the period of June 10 to 20, inclusive, 5.41 in­
ches of rain fell. This exceeded the amount of precipitation between December 1, 
1935 and June 1, 1936.
Periods of Insufficient Precipitation
Number of successive days ilisaber of successive days
Tear* with total precipitation with total precipitation
less than one inch. less than .01 inch*
1932 .......
1933 ..*»•*•*•
1934 »••••«•••
1935 .*••*••••
1936 •••••••••
1937 ••..*••••1938 ••••••»••
1939 •••»»••••
The Crab Orchard Project lies in the westerly wind belt throughout the year. 
Consequently, cyclonic storms occur in such frequency in winter that precipitation 
is dominated by them. Most of the sunsrer precipitation results from convection. 
Prevailing winds are from a westerly direction throughout the year. So-called 
"Heat t%vea" are frequent In July and August.
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Jan. Fsb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug* Sept* Get* Hov* Deo.
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Sixty-six per oent of the days during the period December to Sfarch, inclusive, 
ere cloudy or pertly cloudy. fcaxlmtea eunshin* occurs during the souths July to 
October, inclusive, the percentage of possible clear days during this period is 
sixty-one and one half.
L m m m m  a w  i m m m  
The topography in the area of the Crab Orchard Project may be divided into 
two principal regions; the young till plaine In the north end the low, maturely 
dleeeeted plateau In the aouth*
The fill Plaine Section* The till plaine ecetlom ie for the moot part under* 
lain by the Cerbondale group of the Fenneylvanien eyetem* this fora&tion le cm- 
poeed of ahale, acn&stone, end thin limeatonee, including one to eix coal bade; 
nirphyeboro (ftober 8) eoal at the baee and Herrin (HUafecr t) coal at the top of 
the group* The ehalea are ec&monly gray or dark gray; the eendetonee ere generally
micaceous end brown, medium to thin bedded? and the limestones are thin aad impure.
the thiekneae of the bede of thle forsaation variee considerably from plaee to place,
meet of the bede being of a more or leee lenticular character* "Coale number 5 and
6 which are the meet important code mined in the etate lie Juet to the north of 
the project*"* SQl# configuration of the bed rock eurfaoe le largely obecured, how­
ever, by glacial drift (Xlliaoian), loeee, and valler filling* The thlokneee of 
the drift variee greatly* Ite effect on the topogrehy ct thle aection hee been to 
eubdue the irregularities and imparl to it a more rounded aepect with gentler re­
lief* Xn all probability the Xlliaoian eheet had an irregular front which had Ite 
eouthernesoet exteaeion in the northward-flowing trlbutarlee of Crab Orchard Creek* 
The alluvium in thle eeetlom le largely composed of fine ellty and sandy materiale 
and le focmd meetly along Crab Orchard Creek and the lower Big orasey end HI tie 
Grassy Creek Valleye*
The Dieeeoted • lateen section* Die dleeeeted plateem section ie part of a 
epur extending eastward from the Osaark Plateau in Mleeourl* Ttie term **XHlaole 
Oncrke" ie frequently epplied to this spur* The portion of the highland region
fi* Interview with Oeo* V* Cohee of the Illinois Geological >urvey
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A scene of the till plains section* Some of this land is now submerged by the 
waters of Crab Orchard Lake. (Courtesy, Soil Conservation Service)
r‘
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A scene of the dleeeeted plateau section. Shove the area in and around Big 
Grassy Creek, (Courtesy, Soil Conservation Service)
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lying within the Crab Orchard i reject is underlain by the Caseyville and Trade- 
water group* of the Pennsylvanian eye tern, Members of these group* that are ex­
posed are the Battery Rock and I ounds formations of the Casejville group and 
Grindstaff and Delwood formations of the 2Er&dewater group. This area is unglaciat- 
ed and is maturely dissected. Relief is about twice as great as that of the till 
plain* section. The Talleys are locally covered by alluvium* The stream valley* 
are well defined and in their upper courses are usually headed by a series of gul­
lies where the land has been denuded of natural vegetative growth*
Loess mantle* both the till plains and the dissected plateau* It is non- 
calcareous, and it* non-stratified character indicates deposition by wind. Ero­
sion has removed quantities of it, especially from the slopes and valleys, although 
thicknesses of 15 to 30 feet are present in eoese locations. Faulting has occurred 
in the area and Jointing ha* had a pronounced effect on weathering of rock. The 
local relief of the Crab Orchard Project area is approximately 375 feet, elevations 
above sea level ranging between 375 and 750 feet.
Drainage. A H  of the Crab Orchard Project drains into Crab Orchard Creek, the 
largest stream in the area. This stream flows into the Big Muddy River, a trib­
utary of the Mississippi, Within the project Little Grassy and Big Grassy Creeks 
are the principal tributaries of Crab Orchard Creek. Crab Orchard Creek drains 
approximately 200 square miles of Williamson County. The volume of water dis­
charged by this drainage system fluctuates widely depending upon the amount of 
precipitation, especially in the early spring when the vegetative cover is relative­
ly meager, runoff is excessive and there is flooding of large areas in the stream 
valley.
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A rock creek bed of an intermittent tributary of Little 
Grassy Creek. Lateral erosion is prominent where the general 
dip of the strata parallels the surface slope.
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It has been a very real problem la resent years to obtain an adequate supply 
of water for municipalities, mines, and farns throughout the Crab Orchard drainage 
basin. In fact It baa been a matter of grave concern quite frequently throughout 
most of "Little 3£gypt",
farmers, for the most part, obtain water from wells. This is often supplement 
ted by a mall artificial surface reservoir, ouch a reservoir, usually loeated 
near the bam or in the permanent pasture, serves to supplement the livestock re­
quirements.
Municipalities of the surrounding area have had to resort to the construction 
of surface reservoirs in order to insure an adequate water supply. In most places 
the glacial drift is thin and has little pore space, this makes it impossible to 
fulfill urban requlremonte from this source. Moreover, the drilling of deep wells 
is very costly and the water obtained from such wells is often highly charged with 
minerals. Water impounded In surface reservoirs has the advantage of having a low 
mineral content, Since the soil is generally compact, loss of water from a sur­
face reservoir is chiefly through evaporation, the construction of surface reser­
voirs, however, has not solved the water supply question for urban use, the ave­
rage annual precipitation is 41,89 Inches but the reliability Is low. It is during 
the prolonged periods of insufficient precipitation that the reservoirs becore dan­
gerously low, following is a brief resume of the water supply for the three mnio- 
ipalities Immediately adjacent to the Crab Orchard Projects
"Cartervllle. a city of population, secures water from a reiser-
voir loeated on Hurricane Creek, The direct drainage area Is but 250 acres 
but replenishment is also had by over flow frc*a the old Herrin reservoir, 
the storage capacity is about 155,000,000 gallons,
"The filter plant has a capacity of 1,000,000 gallons per day, but 
the average dally demand is only about 35,000 gallons. The utility is 
owned by the Southern Illinois Water Company,
"Ho additional facltlties are needed at present,*,,,
"Marion, a city of 9,030 population, secures water from a reservoir 
located on Limb Brancht a tributary of Crab Orchard Creek and about 3 miles
south of the city. The reservoir has a drainage « m  of eo®e thing over 
9,500 m w #  and a storage cavity of 400,000,000 gallons* Ttm sit* of 
the reservoir i» not well chosen a* It 1* of shallow depth end isuch evap- 
oration takes place*
"During the past 5 y* era eerlous water &hQTt**%&& have cocurrad*
•She filter plant la not of usodara design but on account of heavy 
debts it cannot be improved* Its rated capacity la 1,160,000 gallons 
par day*
*A now reservoir of greater capacity and a rehabilitation of the fil­
ter plant 1* desirable**
"Carbon&ala. a city of T,50C population, aecuraa its re«f water frcsa 
a reaarrolr located cm Piles Fork about a mile southwest of the City* Ifcis 
reservoir has a drainage area of £560 sores and a storage capacity of about 
3$&,Q0Q,00C gallons*
"Users have bean times during the paat 5 years whan the storage became 
d*®gerouely low* •••
"A new etorage of greater capacity to supplement the present reservoir 
Is highly desirable***
Faxssers of the Crab Orchard basin hare found It necessary at times to haul vat* 
ar for their livestock* In addition coal &lnea have had to resort to varlcae emer­
gency cathode to obtain enough water to operate their aachlnery* This has not only 
entailed considerable Inconvenience and uncertainty, but has also greatly Increased 
water costs*
g«tirr*tte State 3eolo$loal -Survey, the State Water Murray, and The iitatc Natural tle1«if®8tt#6#£f»|MW§e$t*g#oa Basin of Big Muddy River,* by the University of XX11-
mm*
The M M r f  soil are um^.mntad lrv the Crab Qmfra&A rofactr
■a* fUtetomy rrowISy loos, b* Slu&rtf eSXt lose* c* -^nooee elXt 2xm%0 d* Sarnie © lit loan* e . Stmrori locsa* f  * Lo  ^ s i l t  lom*
Ttm ■ redfy.dm«t ©oil tfpB &5 t  « mmUmm povitoi of the Crfeb Qrehepi fvojaot 
la  U» ?iichor^ loctft* I t  hem % rroriuctlvltgr r a tta f  of & • I t  ie  lew in
w l ^ m  m  *?a3 b&e a hem gprm&Q ootitent* Syrf&e* end eyiJwapJSam d r a ^ ^ p  1b al®* 
to MM3er*t««
T^ © ^tsooe# © lit lorn md the BXxktord e i l t  loa* at* Uw mmt m  mm %$?-m Ic 
the xHVthocn -%rt of i t e  prelect* fhagr are found in  the aoutiiern aec tta i but are 
not ae v^rmmmt m  the fiioko*^ i^m U ^r loaei* The scartseUv&tg’ «*t&i£» of the 
'ymom s i l t  'lam. m& Bluford s i l t  loam ie  9 m& 8f reetsaetlvelp, Theljp c*g&nle 
content is  Jkmj r » « t t e ,  strong!. aatd . Both are loir 1". pstimmhmt rdtro^en^ and 
jptioephotoe*
the aann&* © lit '10©®, ie  foeed ®Zmg the ImhimM  of Cmb OrehapS Osofc end 
the lower eeci&ane of the tributes*  n U ^ |» «  It® p pei uct te i t^  re tire  i*  ?£ n itro - 
: en eontent* low; o r ^ i e  content, &**§ m& available amount of po&^aeSiia and 
pteoephorue, lew*
Tht'.&xvilii ©lit k m  ie replaced Sgr the herein lo$ni aXon?: the uirc^© cnA n^» 
i«r pcvrtionii of the tributary etrecaae of Cmb Orch, vd Creak. thle %  » la rated 
as 5; coders a n k i l w ^  eweIX areal estamt) he® a iMidteewrte wvftaoe and aubeoH 
diTjifm, e; i^ctio o  ie aU #t2^ acid5 and the ^aoorite of niX>ro(:m 9 potaaaiua* and 
3fcoqphGa«sa ar® vavlabia*
*fca Lcgr a i l t  horn le found In aoafeflbared tftiaiCUartaX ere&a, ..castle; in  the
3. iRforrsatian cl^'teined through aaw taar of l i l i r o ie  Soil * thenoet r^roductlwft ©oils of v»e etmte m  a svoAaetMbtgr reting of 1, <rk Um Immt 
-ro^ '.Kitiv©# 10*
3
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northern part* It* productivity rating is 10| reaction strongly acidj surface 
and subsoil drainage, slow; and it haa a deficiency of potaaeiuBi, phosphorus, and 
nitrogen*
In simasy, It will be noted that the most productive soil of Crab Orshsrd 
Project has a rating of 6* By far ths greater part of the project has soils rated
at 8, 9» or ID* Furthermore, ths natural vegetation of all typsa represented is
t
timber. Ths organic content of all types Is low, Ths reaction is generally juid 
and the supply of nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus is generally deficient. In 
addition, the soils are generally Impervious* As a result of these factors there
Is a definite limitation on the variety of crops that can be produced without arti-
i
ficial fertilisation, runoff of precipitation is rapid and serious erosion has re­
sulted, the siolsture-retentive capacity of the soils is poor and, consequently, 
crops suffer frequently and yields are markedly reduced.
V '..
msstktim
There are throe major group* of plant sasociations in the project, naaelyi
X) the upland aaeociation, a) th® cliff aaeociation, and 3) tha floodplain associa­
tion*
'The water supply ia the major factor determining the 
nature of the inland vegetation* the mater eupply la controlled by alopef exposure, 
character and depth of the soil, and the nature of the underlying rock. Oak* domi­
nate the foreet flora* hite, burr, chestnut, red, and black oaka are amonf the 
varieties present, naaed in general order of their importance, Post and scrub 
oaks occupy the more xerophytic areas, these areas may also contain gem, sassa­
fras, and ash trees, the scrub oaks are exiguous, while the white, hoar, chestnut, 
red, and black cels attain generous else. Second stands, however, usually are not 
as large. Scrub apeciee are not numerous end the individuals are poorly developed, 
Mo species of plant is eonfixssd exclusively to either a shady or a sunny environ-* 
meat, although many exhibit t pronounced preference tor one rather than the othsr,
' Soak barrene may develop where the surface slope is approximately parallel to the
dip of the rock strata, Small plants find root in the very thin soil, while largei
;shru£>a and met cedar1 may gr©& in the deeper crevices#
The. Cliff ^ asoalatlon. The well defined cliffs have developed along some of/
th ravinss, Theee cliffs support a distinct association of plant species. Heat, 
light, and moisture are prime factors governing the cliff vegetation. An appreci­
able plant growth may exist in the favored areas, while all but * few vegetative 
forms may be occluded in less favorable parte. Flowering plants subsist on swell 
amounts of soil which have escaped agents of transportation, Ironwood, red cedar, 
ferns snd various herbs are found growing on most cliffs,
ry»H Pt» ^  »«»QClatlor>. Host th* lare«r tree »p«cl»«n» of this marl***- 
ment have been out for luaberj however, a few virgin etanda remain virtually un­
touched. Areas not subject to periodic inundation or are not too thickly shaded
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Support heavy undergrowth, so^etims so thick m  to oonstituts tangled thicketa.
: re«t»ntly flooded cr«i«| In Addition to hawing * substantial st&nd of tiiaber* say
iii^ ifa ml in ijtrOMfii' ifci SeiiaeW&Jt* 4iMilfeHia!Ke& MrVPHPfflPm* M JnnllK pwwi OX
Following la a Hat of plant spectate found in the project fir®#« the llat 
w  prepared by Harry S. Keller In cooperation with Southern Illinois State 8or- 
Esal University at Carbondals, $
Treest
\
*\
\
rnilts Oak 
Post Oak 
Fin Oak 
Blank Oak 
^sasalVf#
Sycaaore 
Black Cherry 
Black Locust 
Sugar Kapla 
silver Maple 
Bam Elder 
Do-’wood
Virginia Fersimson
White Ash
Wild n m
Catalpa
Bed Cedar
ted SI®
Black lillo*
Sour Our 
Orercup Oak 
Starr Oak 
River Birch 
Feoen 
Paw Paw 
Iromood 
tfeite Elm 
Silver Poplar 
Birch
tinged Sift 
Black Walnut
Sha# Bark Hickory 
locker Mot Hickory 
Bed feftWriry'
Crab Apple 
Blue Ash« w p ■” (| ipp'K.#
Peach
Pear
Fig Mut Hickory
Cottomiood 
Di&ck Q»ift 
Shingle Oak
j&eit
Urnd Oak
King ilut Hickory 
Swamp hite Oak
Sweet dam 
Basket Otic 
Baokbervy 
tulip free 
Black Has 
raltt of Gilead
slippery Sin 
Maple
Honey Suckle 
Wild liaspberry 
jo Plantain
Milk 
Black^rry
feild Phlox 
Sough Ssd Strew 
Cypress Spurge
j g & 2 3 £ & U
W. H. SchumkSf &ild Life Survey and 
ot* November 1939*
tion Report for Crab Orchard
L
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Fleittx* • oontinuad:
'®V-fb®fT7
9mmm
Brittle f'om
y*lan> SolCKlWUI Seal 
Dwarf Syrmc 
?oiaon Ivy
Met Hobln
Chick i««4
Si*®*®* SourdtJCk
.Bfsn^XJLsSi ?latitat n 
, Pejftare ftsiatla 
Bull Thlatle 
Wild Panay 
Tanay
Spice Sruah 
Large Blue Fla&a 
Blood Boot 
Indian Strawberry 
Spring Beauty tauetard
Mandrake 
Dandelion 
Field Daiay 
wild Carrot
I9 < L U Ii ?«<pUQ &Qw *9>JL
Marah Marigold
Datchraan#a Britchea
Wild Geranium
Ha&elnut
Dogfennel
Bupeo#Jt
Sutter Heed
I ^ L I a ^  a»»at___- — .PUXlfW w i f l l f w
HdtarA— 11, Cowff
Kairy Blue Spider ^ rt 
AlfalfaMl — Jt, «»>---Onao ^ OITo i
Wild Onion 
Field Garlic
Lilauti
Shepard* Puree 
Bitter Pock
1/
AXOCAL UFS
Aa&sal life la the Crab Orchard , roj*ct le relatively ebundant* It is true 
that large cress of the timber hev« been cleared thus asking t% ®ore difficult for 
most anl&ele to seoure e protective cover* Bat when viewed la relation to the en­
tire state, the Crab Orchard Project la rather concpieuou* as a habitat for wild 
game* Hunters end trappers are attracted to the vie laity end report finding the 
saiskret, otter, mink, racoon, weasel, skunk, squirrel, chipmnk, rabbit, oppossua, 
coyote, end red and gray fox present* Over fifty bird specie* hav* been observed*
AFollowing is a list of birds reported ia the area*
Meadow lark 
Blue Jay 
Crow
English Sparrow 
Purple Martin
House TJren 
Bob Whit* 
Cardinal 
Cuckoo 
Slack Bird
Bed Headed Woodpecker Flicker
Robin
R*d Tailed Hawk 
Cat Bird 
Hocking Bird 
Blue Bird 
Great Blue Heron 
Carolina ‘?rea 
irons Creeper
Mourning Dove 
Bam Swallow 
KiUdeer 
Wood Thrush 
achreech Owl 
Sparrow Hawk 
Itef ted Titmouse 
Sand Hill Crane 
Belted Kingfisher
Mallard Duck
Brown tfcraaher
Yellow Billed Sap atscker
Whip Poor nil
Indigo Sun ting
ffeby throated Homing Bird
Spotted Sandpiper
Downy Woodpecker
Black Crested Xitaous*
Orchard Blue Bird
Carolina Chickadee
Barred Owl
King Bird
Chickadee
Starling
Wood Pewe*
Towhe* 
lark iiparrow
Orest Homed Owl
Pheasant (Bing Hacked) Utarp Shinned Hawk
Water Thrush Stosh Hawk
i>ons sparrow Brown thrush
Occupying th* *tre*as ar* warsaouth bass, long eared, greeo, and flier sunflsh,
white crapple, black bullhead, *poet*d end sweet sucker, blunt nosed, redfln, end
blaokfln minnow, and homed dec** The minnows, black bullh*ad, and whit* crappie
being the aoet «aeasrous*
Thl* abundant wildlife of the Crab Orchard Project constitute* on* of th*
area9* most valusbl* resources* Present project plan* indicate that it will play
an ineressingly important role in th* future; consequently, comprehensive measures
are being *tsploy*d to Insure its preservation and to realise the potential develop*

MZISSAUB
The bImmI resources in quit# limited And are la grost contrast to the rich 
reaourc«»s of coal, llocsione, petroleum, end kaolin proximate to the project.
Outcrops of the Founds sandstone in the southern pert might he used for eon* 
struction purposes* Any utilisetion of then, however, is qui*~ unlikely since out­
crops of this sssse sandstone beyond the limits of the project are acre favorably 
located for economic exploitation* Although the stone retains its color well when 
exposed to weathering, the lack of unlfom color of the beds is objectionable for 
building purposes,
tbm rich coal beds of the Oarbondale group that are mined extensively lie Sm*» 
mediately north of the project*
Gravel deposits are largely of sandstons and are undesirable for construction 
use* Deposits of glacial sands are very local and are not utilised ctKassrolally*
A recent attempt was made to strike oil Juat hejond the southeast boundary of 
the project* Drilling operations sere extended to e depth of a,OCX) feet* the only 
result was the topping of s •gas pocket•* there are no oil wells within the pro­
ject*
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A mtom f$mrr~ located exmttmmt &f th* Xtanrlle Kltohtn 
Data, KaWtal A m  tfc&t q— w y  fa M a t  wmmI in th* cbmIni
tlon of U» B*ril* Kitchen Dam and vdil b» aaad in th© i-ittle 
Gr&a*y Daft*
m m m t  m m m m  
w e m i m  w m m  r m  m m m  m r n j & w m
fmrunm
three hundr*3 end eigfet#«n t&mtlim j or approximately 2d persons par squnr* 
mil*, resided cm th# Ited before th* .ffovarwuaat barec it* r^ iscbilitetioa prograa* 
&*any of the*** ;#opJ* were daeaendaate of th* early sattlar* who siiigr&ted from the 
mining end s&mntai noua pactions of Kentucky and Tennessee about * century ago* All 
of the population in 1935 wee white and strictly rural althouf& apjiroxiaately half 
of tlMHS should not be classified- os fanning population since they derived th* major 
portion of their i m o m  from working in th* nines or fron be ins on l*f*A* and coun­
ty relief rol*a*
eousss asd SAisiBiBns 
the toi**» were constructed alwcst without exception ftroa nr»tiv* tial*t» i%r«*
tifttic consideration* altered little into the d*siipi, utility aud initial coat fe*~ 
ing daenad much sore essential* The general result we* that m&t of th* fcousa* 
were free# structure# pesee**in$ rather sever* line*# Esvurtheles* *ao«t of thaxft 
were substantial and served their purpose well. Ecoacalc condition* grew steadily 
wofl*a* in this ere* aft*r 1980 ** * result of * stranded airing population, * natioa- 
wid* depression, end «*n*rml f*mlm practices ill &dapt*d to th* lend, Thera was 
a s^all minority of th* population, however, who w*r* sbl* to adjust thamaelve* to 
th* vastly changed m m ossic conditions* They isan&ged their land well and maintain­
ed their fa«»*t*ada in ©ood condition* the house* and other farm building* w*r* 
w*ll pointed* Xhsir general appearance wa* further anhenoad by neat fence rows 
and well kept surroundings* But the great majority of th* population we* unauooax*
,r ,", " " " ,,iW.
'• Baaed on th* nus&ar of treats of land with building* purchased by the govern* 
f iO B t*
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aful in reckoning with the econcmlo vicissitudes of the period, flousae want un­
paid ted end otherwise fell into sad disrepair. Bams and otter farmstead struc­
tures suffered correspondingly* In addition, soae of the fcouaee were abandoned ae 
the population easnenoed a gradual' but unwilling exodus*
the pattern of the distribution of houses reflected eoreiderebl* diapers*! 
with no notable agglomeration anywhere, /reee along creeks subject to periodic 
flooding, however, were gererelly avoided* J& additional deterrent to the flooding 
In these plecea wee tie tteequito end the dreaded seleria, forsnerly e noteworthy men* 
ace In the Crab Orchard drainage basin* On the other hand, hilltops afforded at­
tractive view# of the countryside* Houses located upon such a site were usually 
pros.eeted by aoae trees from wintry winds. Huis such e location was quite commonly 
selected, the raoat inportant factor determining the distribution of houaee was the 
practice of locating thm  along a public road* this wee not alwaya a neeeeslty but 
was highly desirable in most instances for the sake of convenience* the roads fol­
lowed survey lines wherever practicable and so tended to impart a rectangular ar- 
renge&ent to the pattern where the topography was not too rugged* But in the worm 
dleeeeted section roads often followed the higher portion! of the sutler interfluves 
and, ecneequently, were $uite circuitous end the resultim pattern rather Irregular.
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Shown above are Mr. Baker, a tenant farmer of Crab Orchard, and his wife and 
daughter* Mr# Baker has a child not shown in the photograph who is now in school 
(Courtesy, Soil Conservation Service)
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Tiw of the fans«t«ftd on th* twmty ©era treat occupy fey &r. Sslrln Bak«% 
ter* Btktr «Im rented «ddltlanttl Xfcni nowrtiy to mfc* * living* Ofcanrvo tho 
'■sroeion pictured* *l«o tho iO«wa! c >* ditlon of tho f«m  and fun building* 
{Courtooy Soli Conoarvsition SorviooJ
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Gne of a number of farmhouses that m s  abandoned before the project was 
started and which will be obliterated* (Courtesy, Soil Conservation Service)
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ir
A i&nding country road in Grassy fwwiltitj) (In southern Grafc Grefe&rd)*
I
A scene of another unsurf&ced 
road in Gr&sav Xownehip.
AGRICULTURE
Agriculture was the chief occupation within the Crab Orchard Project area in 
1S35* Generally speaking, all of the inhabitants ware engaged to sou* extent in 
thia occupation* The else of the fame averaged about 50 acres smaller than the 
state average of 137 ecres. Most of the farms represented a small capital invest-
cient and provided e low income* A large proportion of the total income was realist-
Ied directly from the farm in the form of produce consumed by the operator* s family* 
Fam  tenancy was comparatively low and may be attributed in some measure to the 
small-farm sise and relatively low-priced land* lost of the tenant farms were 
rented on e sn*»re basl*>.
At the time of the government purchasef 41 per cent of the land was in pas­
ture or range, 31*2 percent was cultivated, 2&*3 percent was woodland, and 1*5 per 
cent was in orchard.
Faming methods remained relatively static. Cultivation of land best suited 
for forest or pasture continued* A soil-depleting crop rotation system was contin­
ued with only minor modifications* Little or no attenpt at artificial soil fertil­
isation was underteken* Soil impoverishment went largely unheeded and effective 
methods designed to allay erosion were not practiced*
The principal crops produced were corn, wheat, and fodder* A limited amount 
of orcharding was elso engaged in* Field crop yields were low. Soils with low pro­
ductivity and farming practices ill adapted to the physical environment were con­
ducive to this end* A small portion of the farm income was realized through crop 
sales.
The limited quantity of feed produced per acre restricted the carrying capacity 
of the farms for livestock* The result was that most of the farms had only three 
or four cows, a few swine, one or two teems of draft horses, and some chickens*
Many of the fac&s kept only three to six brood sows* The cows supplied the family 
with dairy products! surplus cream was usually sold to a nearby ereem station and
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wae an important i% m in the cash inccme. A few ohitkens furnished « M  some 
met for tha owner# A n y agge and chickens produced beyond the hone requirements 
were soM is tow»# Scsas of the eggs were' customarily uttisnf* fear grocery itsas 
not produced on the faro#
Hie poorest itmd w«s usually left In pasture or woodland# All of the live* 
stock were greatly dependent on the pasture for sustenance during the spring, sum­
mer, end autusm seasons* Lespadess, tirsothy, eowpees, and ease soybean* were plent- 
ed for hay end served principally ee the winter forage# the predcaainently acid 
eoila precluded t&e growing of alfalfa without rrtificial fertilisation# Manuring 
wee Inadequate because of the United amber of livestock# 'Ifce application of lisas 
was rare lergely because of the expanse antelied#
A majority of the farmers operated full-tii:.e general farms. Ibase unite re­
quired the full tiae services of their operators end constituted the sole source of 
livelihood# A second class of egricultural unit m m  the >art*ti%e ,iai:eral farm# 
these fame yielded a secondary source of income to their operators by supploasat- 
ins the iilntag wege with shelter, fruit* vegetables, aiik, «ggft9 and mat, lien 
the allies closed the family derived all of their I m a m  t r m the fass unless they 
were forced on the relief role# A third type of unit was the genera.! fans with e 
comarcial orchard and/or tartan# Only I#8 par cent of the total land area was in 
orchard, but tba Inveatssent involved, labor required, and cash returns were relative­
ly greater per agrs* Apples end peaches were the leading orchard fruits and iapcvt- 
ant garden crops were too* toss sad strawberries# Orchard fruits had difficulty in 
EKituring ia *rpraximt#ljr thr#s yenre out of ten# Although the physical character­
istics of the land were geaerelly more favorable for orcharding than for grain fma- 
ing, the capital investment was cuefc lavgar end teaming frosts during the blossca* 
lag period end unreliable aoistws curtailed eny great expansion of the horticultur­
al industry#
the average fern in the northern part of Crab orchard wae analler, but hed
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more crop land, a greater value per acre, end a greater value per fam fcnan the 
average farm ia the southern part of the project* The percentage of land rented 
was about the suae between the two sections*
urnss
Unit Average acreage per faxm Crop land harvested per fam
Cartervllle Township 
Orassy Township 
Illinois
n101
137
41
35
81
Unit *rwFfm{xz?wwz*mTr.m iAverage per farm Average per aere
per cent' of load 
rented by acreage
Cartervllle Townehip $15£5
Grassy Township 1195
Illinois 9536
$E1
IB
TO
29.98
86.50
58.83
8« The above agricultural statistics are for the year 1935. Those for Grassy 
Township provide e close approximation for the southern dissected section of the 
Crab Orchard Project area and Cartervllle for the northern glaciated section. For 
toon ship location, see topographic aap* Fig.
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H *  m m  p o r M w m  m m  ueaoUy woodlmad or waiUnd $ m * m ©• U»*
m r m m  cliff# are present ftixmg U m  «ps»r eiw®» er^&a of Big Or&say and Uttlo 
Or&segr Creek*.
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A wstake and rider” rail fence. Some of the rails in this fence are over 
fifty years bid. Quite a few old rail fences still exist.
m  u m  w m o M t x m  w m m
hen the whit* m m  ©ana to th* "Illinois Ozark*" h* found * magnificent stand 
of forest* It was logical in view of th* prevailing economic philosophy of th* 
period that lumbering should become one of the isost significant of th* early oc­
cupations. Sfmsills soon scattered through the area and became busily engaged in 
culling out the nsore desirable and obtainable trees* 3/ 1900 this occupation had 
passed its hey~dsy and m s  on the decline* Xt had stripped each of the land of it* 
forest growth and then had abandoned it*
Agriculturists did not await the passing of the lumberers frora. the rejion but 
worked simultaneously with them in the process of denuding the land of its forests* 
i lot* of l&nd '«ere cleared and soil was turned by the plow. They discovered that 
although the soil was thin it produced well for a while* Immediate results induced 
more people to settle here snd the growth of more extensive agriculture uus haste**- 
ed by the extension of th* Illinois Central railroad into the Big kucdy Basin and 
the improvement of already existing transports tional facilities*
Temporarily the population grew and bec^ro increasingly prosperous* Thee* 
people had great faith in the soil and so great was It that they were quit* obliv­
ious to ths deleterious eff*ct being wrought upon *nuch of their lend by this type 
of land utilisation. Then realisation ca^ e of the greet transformation that wa* 
occurring, but only aftsr the problems had attained such a magnitude that they seed­
ed insurmountable for individual initiative. One of the first indicetion* of th* 
change taking piece was the gradual abandonment of th* practice of growing wheat a* 
th* najor crop* This trend had become clearly evident ^y 1900* Then within the 
time space of three and one-half decades there cam* euch developments a* a marked 
falling of th* ground water table, v * U *  w*nt dry and the water supply problem wa* 
becoming increa*ingly acute. Corn and other $raln crop yields regained static or 
decrwa: ed while yield* for the state wre showing a decided general improvement. 
Flooding of extensive bottom land ar<*a* was occurring mor* often* Drought* and
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crop failure* increased in frequency* The first signs of a population decrease 
were being evidenced. Son* areas formerly cultivated were boing abandoned by the 
plow. Tax delinquency multiplied. Land prices dropped. Farm improvements were 
being neglected* Incor.es were decreasing end soil eraP ior* aenaced ever , re&ter 
areas* Kurtrsnaore, the gravity of the situation was aggravated by unfavorable 
developments in the Illinois coal industry &s well as by a nation wide depres&ion. 
One hundred and forty-five of the three hundred and eighteen families had Uien or 
were on relief bgr 1935. It seei-aed imperative that a new policy be adopted at once.
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&srar» golljr erosion adj&caat to & poach orchard. Lo­
cation ia la Or&aay Towahip*
m  m m m  tmrnjomm 
Famous
"Little Egypt" ima in * serious economic plight in 1935* Ho diversified in­
dustries of importance existed and the economic status was largely determined by 
factors governing coal mining and agriculture. It had been kno*«n for a long %im 
that there were huge coal deposits in the Big Muddy River Basin «nd at an early 
date coal was mined, loaded on barges, and then shipped down the Big Muddy River.
At that time this was the only practicable means of transportation. The mining of 
coal was necessarily confined to restricted areas because of obvious limitations 
imposed by complete reliance upon river transportation. But railroads soon real­
ised the freight possibilities and extended lines into the Big Muddy Basin, Hew 
sections within the basin were now able to mine and market coal. The mines due to 
favorable conditions, i.e., a good quality bituminous coal present near the surface
and located on a plains region close to a growing interior market* were able to mine
athe coal at a low cost per ton and put aver increasing amounts on the market,7 
Coal production continued to soar upward to the year 1921. That year tons of coal 
mined in Williamson County alone rescind a peak of 10,204,949.
Concomitant with expansion of saining operations was a notable increase in pop­
ulation and economic prosperity. Although no large city developed, a number of 
small ones sprang up in prosdinity to each other and Williamson County* s average 
population density surpassed 100 persons per square mile. The miners received 
good living wages and the whole region prospered. Farmers had a profitable local 
market for their produce, flew highways were constructed, many hew homes, churches 
and schools were erected, i^ iblic utilities fared well, frofessional men and 
others engaged in rendering services shared in the economic prosperity. This activ­
ity, however, was of limited duration.
9* A product of this growth is the Orient *2 Mine, located in lest Frankfort. It 
is reputedly the largest bituminous coal mine in the world. At one time it had a 
payroll of 2,OCX) men.
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Coal production as a result of a new wags adjustment, "The Jacksonville 
Agreement," began a decline in the Big Euddy Baa in in 1922, Union coal compan­
ies, in compliance with thi& agreement, were to pay an eif:ht delJL&rs per day bas­
ic wage* This was advantageous to non-unionised fields which now possessed a 
relatively low wage scale and consequently were able to cspfeure some of the coal 
market of the unionized fields. Hot onl: did the mines of southern Illinois suf­
fer from this, but in addition a differential freight rate ms established from 
the Virginia and Kentucky coal fields* This enabled these fields to market coal 
in tho Chicago market at a lower price than the Illinois fields* ivith such a 
decline in coal production in southern Illinois, payrolls were decreased, Mechan­
isation of coal mining operations took nore amn out of the mine® and payroll* con­
tinued to fall*
The result of the decline of coal lining was devastating to the region* All 
of the 14 banks within Williamson County dosed* The coal miners, men engaged in 
transportation, shop men who installed and repaired the machinery, merchants who 
served the miners* families, and farmers who had a market with these people -all
was now acutely realised*
In viev i the unemployment situation and the agricultural status, the Feder­
al Government organised the Crab Orchard Project in February, 1935. Work was cora-
10 In 1934, according to the Illinois Emergency Eelief Goasalsseian’s Biennial Re­
port, 48*4 per cent of the total population of Sllllmon County were on relief*
Combined payroll of coal mines, railroads, 
and public utilities in Williamson County.
1923
416,333,360*
1932 
§ 2,977,596
raenced in October, 1936. This project has been under the administrative authority
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of the United States Departisent of Agriculture rdth ijsjsediate control of the devel­
opment now under the Soil Conservation Service,^
The project plane provide that measures be taken fort
1. Wild life Development,
2. Recreational Development,
3. Reforestation.
4* later Conservation and Flood Control,
The development of a comprehensive long-term plan has been difficult and coo- 
plicated, Contributing to this is the appropriation of funds in amounts adequate 
to cover only relatively short time periods. This greatly impedes the efficient 
execution of a lon#~tera plan. Moreover, the transfer of the project from one div­
ision to another within the Department of Agriculture has altered the emphasis 
placed on various objectives and has tended to obscure somewhat certain features of 
the development program.
11, Formerly the Crab Orchard iroject was under the R.A., F.S,A,, and the B.A,£.
m  x m m i m m ?  m m m
The acquisition of the land was one of the first steps undertaken in the dev- 
eloprsent program* It was firs# intended to secure all tracts within certain boun­
daries but options were later taken on 25 or 30 tracts not essential to the dev 
elopnsmt. The total sise of the project is approximately 31f000 acres* By if arch, 
1933 approsdmetely 16,000 acres were either accepted for purchase or paid for. To 
that date the average price paid per acre was about $23 on optioned land. Sofjse of 
the land in the northern portion required condemnation in order to "block in’* the 
area needed for the lake development, the average price paid per acre for the con­
demned land up to kfcrch 193B was $4i8* Government loans were made to the vendors of 
the land to tide them over financially until titles were cleared and the actual 
payments were made. Most of the farmers reacted favorably to the purchase of their 
land by the government. ?*ith the money received in the sale of their land they 
were sble to secure more desirable farms in other sections of the state. Some dif­
ficulty, however, has been encountered with two other groups of vendors. Southern 
Illinois was settled at an early date and some of these farms had remained within 
one family line since pioneer days. These people were strongly attached to their 
land because of the sentiment Involved. Ho amount of money would be compensatory 
for such deep attachment &a these people possessed for their homes. Consequently, 
they resisted all efforts by the government to secure their land. Another group of 
owners were interested, seemingly, in securing every last cent the ^ovemmont would 
pay regardless of the value of the land. Sons difficulty was entailed in purchas­
ing land fro® the last two groups, since a price satisfactory to the parties invol­
ved could not be agreed upon. In order to set a rice on the land, it waa neces­
sary to resort to court action. Considerable unfavorable public sentiment was a- 
roueed. However, most of the land has now been acquired} a few court cases are 
still pending* Other factors rer© also injected into thie matter. Sc®e felt that 
the project was the product of ulterior political motives. This, and other feeling
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has baen quieting, however, and unfavorable public sentiment toward® the project
has now largely subsided. By &eca>nher 1, 1V40 30,254 acres had been acquired.
**Ths reasons aubBtahtlatinfi ths ptgrehaae of this land by the 
Resettlement Administration have been ounaarlsad in a project report 
&* followst
1, fThis land is largely suhnarrinsl, and is classified 
toy the State Land Use 1 lanning Board m  an area In t*hieh the 
farsss are too assail*
2, *The botten landa Involved In the purchase area are 
eery poorly drained, subject to overflow slnost annually, • 
with the result that three crons out of five are all that 
can be counted upon* the alopss ara subject to serious 
sheet and gully erosion, and the rld^e tops sre
d&smgod by dro m m r  $ m &  t m m m m  tm
carry sufficient & m m  ^  imtal Iseg
er*
3* *A great deal of tha aereaga la oimad by part- 
tlias opsratora sho find outside emnloyssent whtin it la 
available* this condition reaulta in sertou* neglect cf 
the land, which further contributes to its unproductiveness*
4* *Many of th# tr-.ct* are too m ail to be econoestic 
operating units, with t o  rosult that eoon-sdc pressure forces 
utilisation of this 1and for purposes for which it is not 
hast suited*
5* Viuvidencea of rural psvsrty «re ppettlnenS on s»any 
of the tracts, and it has.- been demonstrated In the c&ae 
of owners who have already been paid for their l*nd to 
this project that they can aove to other sseciiofce of the 
State and secure sore productive and all around desirable 
far®* for tha tsaenuk,of noney they receive in tha m\&  of 
these propertles.,w,t2
The most prosdwwt feature of the developa^nt is Crab orchard Lake, this 
lake was formed Iay constructing an earthen d m  across Crab orchard Creek very near 
the ?/illiamson-4ackson County line. The da® is of rolled earth fill construction 
and has 347,4^0 cubic yards of earth fill* It Is 2,96u fast in length, and has a 
spill**: crest 450 feet long with a flood capacity of 22,UOO cubic feet flow per
12. Daniel F* 3oaia&, Public finalise Specialist, Eagles** II and III, Fasii Security 
Adsdnlatratlon* “Public Finance Analysis of th* Cmb Orchard Creek 1 reject, ftUk 
liaaaen County, XlHnejs," p.- . IHlwat^ kee, -'iseonain., May 193-3*
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second. The top width of the 6 m  1* 12 feet; the Eaaxi&um baae width, 2Q& foot, 
The dam has a crest altitude of 415 fast making the WBdauai height 35 feet.
Dimensions of the watershed
lean length............................. . 32
Mean width,.. ... . 6,7 *ileeAr o a , , , , , , , 213 square miles
Dissensions of Crab Orchard Lake
length, ,•••••*•*,,», •••*••••••••« 6,5
MudMft w l t f t h , , , , *»• **• •  5* s&les
Average depth*•••••,•••,•••,««*,,,,•••,••... ..10,7 feet
Greatest der>th,,,,,,,,,*,•*•,.,,**««•*••25* feet
Storage capacity,....,,.***(72,725 acre feet;, 24 billion gallons
Area of water surface at spillway level...... 6,910 acres
Two subsidiary lakes will be famed south of Crate Orchard Lake by the construc­
tion of the Devils kitchen Dam cm Big CSrasay Creek and Little Qraeoy Da® on Little 
Grassy Creek, The spillway level of these dans will be 105 and 95 feet* r*srect~ 
ively, abort the level of the spillway of Crab Orchard Baia*
Dimensions of Big uraaoy Lake
»*rea of wator mirfeo* at sv.illwuy level.,,,,.,,,. 900 acres
Storage capacity.,.... .............. 9,196,000,000 gallons
de;>th,„.... .................. .......90 Teet
Dimension* of Little Grassy Lake
Area of water surface at spillway level.,.,,,,,,, 1,0U) acres
“i.rT reft.*..... .......... .....' p t t m
The ftevil© Kitchen Ban, now under construction* *dll be a gravity type con­
crete da®; the Little Grassy Dam, not yet constructed, will bo a rolled earth fill
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Little urc<*&y Creek. Tiwi dus «Hi be cons true ted zeroes the a u k  Just tills 
side of the belt o f  trees* (Courtesy* Soil Conservation Service)

The following table indicates some of the work planned and the amount accom­
plished by the and of 1940* In addition to this 5*321,000 treos had bean planted 
toy March 1, 1941’ , j^cies planted were Shortleaf, Loblolly, Virginia, Mor- 
way, and I itch .Inc, hite and Green Ash, Ehite, Hed, and Burr Oak, Had Jed&r, Tur- 
lip lo.lar, Red Ova, Black Walnut, Blaclc Cherry, Osa^e Orange, and Black Locust* 
Future planting planned is about four million trees*
dam.
C»*B OftCiUSD ruuJuCl 13 12/31/40
practice unit after planning or accomplished
planned to date to date
Controlled gracing
pasture acres 3,369 979
cultivated land acres m 0
animal units nurabtsr 1,685 377
t
Fencing piles a 0
Liming acres 3,369 0
Planting new
I eminent pasture acres 3,369 120
ilanting
permanent hay acres 408 0
Planting hedges linear feet
Planting, woody acres 6*424 4,154
Planting old pasture number o | & § 153,956
Replanting, woody acres 142
trees number 129,930
shrubs number 0
Roads and trails miles 30.69 25*04
gliding and Sodding acres 4,398 530
13* Informtion through courtesy Soil Conservation Service, Carbondale, Illinois
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Ftcnlc arms
Additional Inproverpents, March 1941 
Approved
... .*** n  *.***...
Cor> ;;Isted
• » 3
> 440Outdoor fireplaces , 
Boathouses •*••***•* 
Shelterhousee ****.. 
Outdoor latrines •«* 
Sign* and wrkera ». 
¥11(18 of foot trails 
3sll««atar •orstsets .
, 24300 
> 15 , U  
100
. 3a
100
•• o
♦ 1
.« a160
► 3 40
, aBoat clock*
Bathhouses •••***•••*•••••••*
Bathing beaches ••••«•*.»**•• 
Miles of power line ,«...****
• ilea of perk road *«.*•*»•*
A** *** ******* ***
. 2 
* 3 30
► 1 
► I20
Clearing the timber from the lake bade before flooding m e  necessary for rec­
reation am! other possible developments, All of the wood fro®. the Crab Orchard 
lake bed was utilised* Sea* of It was employed es structural material for tha 
boet docks, bathhouse, shelterhouaes, hiking and pionloiiv facilities, bridges, 
temporary buildings, fences, and culverts* Part of it m s  given to f sullies on 
relief for use as firewood* The reoainder m m  sold to private individuals*
twenty slles of public roads have been inundated or abandoned. Fifteen adlss 
were dirt roada. The reminder were hard surfaced* Four and one-half falles of 
State Highway 13 were relocated one-half nils to the north* Ths Foreville School 
and Church had to be abandoned. Four ce^eteriea, having a total of 182 graves, 
were transferred to a aite located north of Crab Orchard J-ske* A small merchandise 
store had to be abandoned* In addition, six and one-half railes of telerhone lines 
required relocation*
the location of a lar&e faodem airport is being contemplated* Present indi­
cations are that It would be located at the north edj® of Crab Orchard l*a s, about 
five e&les east of Carbondale* Bush an airport could accomodato both land and 
eea planes*
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Approximately 75 p®** cent of the expenditure of the project, excluding 
acquisition, hue been on labor, ** The remaining 25 per cent was for material* 
and equipment. About $3,620,000 had been spent on the acquisition and develop­
ment by karch, 1941* The sum of $2,400,000 la approved for the next two years. 
The date for the completion of the development has been tentatively set at June, 
1942,
LAND COKfgBSXOH 15
Land Uses Before Planning (acres) After Planning (acres)
Cultivated ,,, 9,300 ................... 1,000
Permanent hay ,•••**,**••,*,, «•— «— ,,*,*,,*,••»***,,#*,*•,, 121
Orchard and vineyard »••••••• 44B ....•*,*, ...
Pasture or range 12,230 ....... ............ 4,710
Forest range or
wooded pasture —
oodland 7 , 0 W ...... ....... . U.028
Lakes • a*,,,,,,,,,,,*,,*,,,*, — , , , , , , , , , , , 3 ) 8 6 3
Wildlife ,,,**,,,,,,,,,,,,,*, Tnim" ,«,,,*• 453
Recreational —  ............. •„•*„• 532
Miscellaneous ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, —  15
Total 29,797 Total 29,797
14, A man-ftonth, including technical supervision, costs about $60,00, About IS 
days equals a n*an-?aonth on the project*
15, Inforaation through courtesy of Soil Conservation Service, C&rbondale,
w m m a m m m  a w  flood control
Hood oontrol It of the utmost Importance if the program for future develop- 
is to be realised. Originally the project ares was largely covered with s heavy 
stand of forest, and floods causing great damage were not a serious threat to the 
welfare of the land. Sense of this virgin timber, which had over 6,000 board feet
per acre, still stands but most of it has been cut over for material sultabls for 
cross ties, ssw timber, end mine timbers. Flooding has become increasingly fre­
quent in recent years* Three severe floods occurred during 1936 and 1937. In 193? 
over one-half mile of State Highway 13 near the Wllliamson-Jackscn County line wss 
inundated* The highway had a six foot fill and the flood waters covered the high* 
wsy to s depth of two feet* Motor traffic was rendered impossible and it was neces­
sary to replace the shoulder for the whole length of the fill on the downstream 
aids.
Soil erosion is ons of the most destructive results of flooding. Williamson 
County has suffered much more than the stats as s whole and the Crab Orchard Pro­
ject is one of the worst eroded sections in Williamson County.
Estimate of Soil erosion16
Degree of erosion 
destructive..•***
Williamson County State of Illinois
..••• 16.7 per cent *•..••••• 8.7 per e<cent
16. Dept, Agronomy, University of Illinois.
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Tbree methods of eatabHahjLng Hood control snt
X* %  holding beek flood water in reservoirs during period* of excessive • 
precipitation and releasing it gradually, or
2. By straightening channels and constructing- levees, or 
3* By vegetating slopes so as to delay runoff.
The first osthod hss uo offset on flood tutors above ths reservoirs. However, 
flooding is usually most destructive in areas dofenstree& fim ths sites where tbs 
reservoirs cost likely would bo located. In tint tJm^li tho rossrvoirs will loss 
such of thsir effectiveness through sed lisente tie** causing a loss of storage eapeo* 
ity. Tot reservoirs « y  be a valuable aid in tines of extremely heavy precipita­
tion.
lbs third aethod la' control through prevention* Mot only do floods render 
&reat damage dowestrema by destroying bindings, «apopt# coraasardcatiGn lines9 etc., 
bat Inestimable losses result tro& plant food %nd soil wwwml throughout the «s- 
terehed. A isell vegetated watershed la rovided with a blanket of leaves and lit­
ter that not only delays runoff but allows a such larger aaot&nt of .moisture to be 
absorbed by the ground. The result is a reduction in the peak Hood and saainten- 
anee of flow during periods of drought.
at present the dam on Crab Orchard Creak has little value in Hood control 
since it has no neans of retaining flood waters. If, however, flood gates were 
installed on the spillway of M i  Orchard Xtem, the danger fra* floods below the 
dais could be alleviated. The installation of flood jata* on Crab Orchard Daaat is 
bsing studied and indications are that the spillmy will be equipped with the®.
;.n extensive pragma of reforestation is being carried out, as has already
1?been indicated. Tree plantings and proposed plantings total .about nine Billion.
1?. See sap on following: page.
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These plantings ere being made in both the northern end southern portions of the 
projeet end sill serve to oheek erosion end thus lessen sedimentation in the res­
ervoirs. The water of the reservoirs will be much more h&biteble for equntie life 
if it is kept relatively clear. Moreover, if silting were too heavy the reeervolrs 
night become completely filled end thus be rendered useless for flood control, 
recreational, or industrial use. One hundred end fifty-eight million tons of sed­
iment would be required to fill the Creb Orchard reservoir* Stated differently, 
an average soil loss of seven inehes over the entire wetershed would produce the 
seme effect, the filling of the reservoirs night be eccomplished in a comperl- 
tively short tie* if methods to cheek silting were not employed.
In addition to controlling erosion, reforestation will provide e protective 
cover for wild gsms and thus is of importance to the wild life development. More­
over, the value of reforeetatlon in furnishing additional lumber should not be 
overlooked. "At present Illinois is a heavy consumer of wood products t*nd pays 
from twenty-five to thirty million dollars a year on freight on timber shipped in­
to the State. Lende in the State suitable only for the raising of treee, if pro­
ducing treee at full capacity, would be of material help in reducing this freight 
bill."*® It has been proposed that the United Statee Forest Service edminlster 
the area after the development work Is completed. This may be conveniently af­
fected in vie* of the fact that the Shawnee national Forcet Purchase Unit adjoins 
the Crab Orchard Project on the south and on the weet.
18. Anton Jm Tcmasek, **3tete Forestry in Illinois,1* Illinois Academy of aelenee 
Transactions, p£0, 1939.
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A scene of the more dissected portion *dthin the Crab Orchard Project. Trees 
are concentrated largely along the atre&ra valleys. (Courtesy Soil Conservation 
Service)
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iidvere moiX erosion on th« north mdgm of Crab Orchard Lake.
w i l d l i f s  w m m a m
The Crab Orchard Project Is admirably located for woodland and wildlife de­
velopment. It is very near the iHsslssippl River which is the fly-way for Can­
adian geese, as well as for numerous species of ducks. Surveys of the project 
have been made by the Illinois natural History Survey, Bureau of Biological Sur­
vey, United States Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, and the Illinois 
State Conservation Department for the purpose of determining what environmental 
improvements could be made for wildlife. Then, the "Wild Life Survey and Recom­
mendation Report for Crab Orchard Creek Project1? by l.H. Schumke, Boil Conserva­
tion Service, was made in 1939 with recofiurendations, having in mind ths previous 
surveys. These plans have been designed to include waterfowls, fish, fur-bearers, 
and upland game. The map on the following page designates development in effect 
or proposed on and near Crab Orchard Lake.
Crab Orchard Lake has been stocked with bass, perch, crappie, and bullhead 
eat. The first stocking took place in August, 1940. Commercial seining areas 
have been cleared of stumps and snags and marked for use by commercial fishermen. 
It is estimated that this lake m y  be eypectsd to produce annually between fifty 
and one hundred pounds of carp and buffalo per acre of water, or a total annual 
production of about one-half million pounds. Souse of the fish could be marketed 
in southern Illinois} the remainder could be sold in the St. Louis and Chicago 
markets* These species of fish to not hook mil and conmercial seining will pro­
vide a moans of harvesting them. These oomerclal seining areas will be regulated 
in accordance with state laws. In addition to buffalo and carp, it is set lasted 
that the lake will provide hook and line fishing for about five thousand licensed 
anglers.
Other wildlife development work includes the placing of loose stumps In shal­
low inlets and bays to provide homes for muskrats. Provisions have been taken to 
provide nesting sites for wood ducks. In 1940, fifty acres were seeded to aquatic
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plants for food for migratory waterfowl. On© hundred and sixty acre# of com were 
planted especially for geese. Approximately twenty ssaall food plots have been 
planted in the southern part of the area to furnish additional food for upland 
gasse. Local sportsmen have supplied some seed for feeding plots. Numerous grit 
sites are also being furnished for the birds. The eastern half of Crab Orchard 
Lake and surrounding lands hare been set aside as a migratory waterfowl refuge.
This project bids fair, in view of the wildlife development being promoted 
under the surveillance of the Soil Conservation Service and in view of the natural 
setting, to become s very popular haunt for both the sportsman and the naturalist.
Southern Illinois State Mornml University, located at Csrbondale, has selected 
sorae areas within the project for study. These areas are designated on the pre­
ceding nap. Because of their proximity to Csrbondale and the nature of the develop­
ment, they should lend themselves readily to various types of nature study am! 
scientific research.
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The Crab Orchard Project affords a variety of toms of recreation including 
hunting, filing, boating, m b m ing, hiking, and plcnlciflg*
The recreational development provides for the construction of tiro bathing 
beaches end two bathhouse** The beach end bathhouse to be used by the whites are 
already cocspletad and are located on the north aide of Crab Orchard take near the 
dam* The beach and bathhouse for colored visitors are not yet under construction 
but will be located apprwdjsately one sdle northeast of the other beach* Large 
parking areas will be associated with each beach* Concessions are being 1st for 
these areas to accomodate the creeds*
The first stocking of Crab Orchard Lake with fish was in August, 1940 and by 
the spring of 1941 lar^e mafeers of fishermen were eooin?. to Crab Orchard Lake*
This was due principally to three factors* in the first place, there is a scarcity 
of lakes in southern Illinois suitable far fishing* In the second, good highways 
lead to the project frca all directions* In the third place, the lake is well 
adapted to the support of aquatic life s&d the ntss&er of fish is increasing rapid­
ly.
Thirty-eicht boat docks and four bathhouses will be built* eight of the boat 
docks hawing been completed* Orest enthusiast m s  already being displayed in the 
susmr of 1940 for boating on Crab Orchard Lake* although the reservoir was only 
partially filled. Many types of boats were launched; both eaUboating and ©otoi*- 
boating were popular*
fcany birds, the diversity of land forms, the blossc^in^ treoe native to the 
area (such as the Sarvis, Dogwood, and Ked Bud) sad abundant wild flowers help to 
m\m this one of the attractive areas in the Middle lest for hiking and picnicing* 
The wild life is especially beautiful along the upper stream courses of Bi| and 
Little Grassy Creeks where som virgin stands of timber still exist and the topog­
raphy la Eaore ru ged* Thirty alias of park road, fifteen sailee of foot tr&ila,
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•evsa shelterhouses, eleven picnic arees, and m i  hsmdrmd outdoor fireplaces are 
being constructed for the convenience of people desiring this tjpe of recreation* 
The reports of gmfirm are frequent during the hunting season *md bagging the 
Halt Is nothin!;; extraordinary* Hunting- la ?,lXo*ed only in the western part of 
the project. The gsore eo^Mm types of ^ «ae in the are* include the rsbbit, squir­
rel, racoon, qna.il, and *&gratoi7 weterfoel* I’Ian# ere now feeing isade for fox 
hunta since both the red end fray fox inhabit the southern part* Trapping is 
allowed and is regelated %  the State Conservation Board*
tei of the greatest values to be derived, froa the Crab Orchard Project should 
be realised in the form of recreation* /.dventiiies of the project for recreational 
purposes are*
1, It is within a four-hour drive of a lisrge population, iasltrilng tfee St* 
Umis urban area*
2* there Is a eearilif of lakes in aouthem Illinois suitable for recreation­
al development*
3* There Is a dearth of aost olher fora* of recreational facilities.
4* The project is laore accessible and sore econoadcfcl to use for recreation 
than the ^ofcth woods1* for the people of southern Illinois* Sotss people 
who mm financially unaale to go to the Knorth woods1* therefore use 
this area,
5* The recreational season is longer thafc that of the *norih woods1* because of 
climatic differences*
&* fear milwsys, Illinois Central* Missouri Facificf Chicago end Eastern 
Illlneisi and Chicago, Burlington, and Gainey, serve the area*
7 * A fine set of highways r>ake the project easily accessible frcsa aH direc­
tions.
t# The development is suited to a wide variety of recreational activities*
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Disadvantages of the Crab Orchard Project for recreation are?
.'*
1* The sumera are hot. In this respect the area is definitely inferior to 
the ’north woods" which have attracted many people frosi Illinois.
2* Lo&puitoes are annoying in the sttaBser* Malaria is endemic to the Big 
Muddy River Basin but now this danger has been aliaost elirdjnatsd*^
The provision of recreational facilities is no longer generally regarded as a 
luxury. Our population la receiving more leisure time and is becoming Increasingly 
mobile, Consequently the demand for recreation areas has undergone a marked growth* 
In view of this and the dearth of recreational facilities of the region such a de­
velopment as the Crab Orchard Project is desirable* While the project aay be exam­
ined as a separate unit* it should nevertheless be regarded not as an isolated 
unit, but as an integral part in the development of a broad recreational system*
One cannot evaluate the Crab Orchard Project by Increased opportunities to 
sell goods and services. This is sotnetiaos used as the basis of north of recrse 
ational development* However, in using such a basis one does not account for re­
turns derived in the form of health, satisfaction, and pleasure* 3uth things arc 
impossible to evaluate on a monetary oasis*
19* T. F. Barton* “Hecreational Possibilities of the Shawnee national Forest Pur­
chase Units^ Illinois Academy of Science Transactions, pp. 149-152, 1939*
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.
The Crab Orchard bench and bathhouse for use *tiitea. Location, north edge 
of the lake near the Crab Orchard Bam* The lake bed was only partially filled 
at the tif&e this picture vat taken*
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A general view of a part of Crab Orchard Lake. Boating ie one of the pop­
ular recreational activities. (Courtesy, Soil Conservation Service)
ihpusteial fvruaruhnus
Industrialization has been suggested as a partial remedy for the unemploy­
ment, the decline In coal mining, and the agricultural situation in southern Il­
linois,
One of the great deterrents la the past to Industrie# locating in southern 
Illinois has been inadequate water supply. Although the annual precipitation ex­
ceeds 40 inches, runoff is great and the reliability is low. I4o large ground re­
serves can be tapped. The water supply has, however, been greatly altered by the 
creation of three reservoirs within the Crab Orchard Project, '.hen completed these 
reservoirs will provide a water storage capacity of over forty billion gallon#.
The estimated average annual runoff of precioitation is well over three times the 
reservoir capacity. Such an augmentation in water #upply is enough to meet local 
deficiencies and to supply a large amount of water for future industrial require­
ments.
advocates of industrialisation in southern Illinois point to the rich mineral 
reserve# in this area. Cheap power may be realised fro® Illinois1 enormous bitumi­
nous coal reserves, estimated to be larger than those of Great Britain. Moreover, 
the Crab Orchard Project Is adjacent to one of the world*# rsiost productive oil 
fields. Oil production in Illinois has undergone a phenomenal rise since 1937, 
Furthermore, southern Illinois is rich in 1 line stone and fluorspar.
Southern Illinois, although containing no large cities, has a fairly dense 
population. The city of Herrin is at the approximate center of the densest ag­
glomeration in southern Illinois and is within ten miles of Crab Orchard Lake. A 
population of 200,000 live within a radius of tv;enty*-five miles of Herrin. (Me out 
of every ten of these people were unemployed in 1940. Moreover, "the labor supply 
is characterised by a high decree of mobility arising from the fact that the chief 
industrial er.sploynent, coal mining, necessitates daily commuting of frcea five to
thirty-five miles."
Grab Orchard offers, in addition, a favorable site for industry seeking:
1* Low living costs for workers,
2. Cheap land for plant location and future expansion,
3* Neamos3 to the center of population in the United States,
4. Good transportation facilities,
5. A location which from a military viewpoint is one of the more
invulnerable parts of the United States,
i * ■6. A location having neither a harsh winter nor an enervating
I
summer climate.
Southern Illinois is becoming increasingly conscious of its resources and is 
attempting to develop them. An important factor in this is the collective organ­
ization of the cities of nine counties into Southern Illinois Incorporated. The 
five actively participating counties are Williamson, Franklin, Ferry, Jackson, and 
Union. They have as their objectives*
1. ttTo rehabilitate southern Illinois by bringing in industries to 
give employment,
2. To secure and expand our present industries as a solution to our 
economic problem,
3* To develop and exploit our recreational and historical possibil­
ities, realizing that the tourist industry is a major industry,
4* To develop and expand our educational institutions with the idea 
of making the Southern Illinois State Normal University a college of 
Liberal Arts so it can furnish leadership and direction not only to 
our other educational institutions, but can lend itself directly in
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2 0
2 0 . J.8. Parrish. "Potential uses of the reservoir of unemployed labor in the 
Southern Illinois Industrial Area for purposes of the National Defense Program.1* 
(Unpublished)
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the study and solution of economic and social problems in southern Illinois.»
4s yet no major industry has been set up since the completion of the Crab 
Orchard Dara. Southern Illinois Incorporated is, ho*ever, trying to present a pic­
ture of the region*s resources to industries having prospective interests. hether 
any industries will be attracted to the area is still purely a matter of conjecture.
21
21. Interview with G.W. lyerla, i rasidarit of Southern Illinois Incorporated, Herrin, 
Illinois.
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SUMMARY
The geography of th# Crab Orchard country has undergone marked change® sine* 
the white man first settled the area. Natural forces have remained muon the earns,
bat man*a changing activity has increased the effectiveness of these natural forces*
t
It goes without saying, that man has, since his first settlefe«nt, persistently mod­
ified the cultural landscape. The keynote to the first period of change was ex­
ploitation of the forest and soil without regard for the future. Today this area 
is the scene of purposeful controlled resource development the significance of 
which is apparent only when viewed in both its intra and inter^rsglonal relation­
ships.
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